The OO-action systems formalism is a recent extension of action systems towards object-orientation. An OO-action system models an object-oriented system with active objects. In this paper we make the notion of a distributed object clear within this framework. Moreover, we show h o w object-based distributed systems are designed stepwise within a formal framework, the re nement calculus.
Introduction
The term distributed object can be understood in two w ays: (1) a distributed object is an object that resides in some node of a network, or (2) it is an object which is itself distributed among a set of nodes in a network. Typically, the former interpretation is used and hence, a distributed object OHE96] is an object that can live a n ywhere in a network. Distributed objects are independent of each other and they communicate via method invocations. The latter approach gives an interesting and novel interpretation of a distributed object, whereas the interpretation (1) is usually seen in practice.
We propose an approach to the design of object-based distributed systems, so called OO-action systems, that is based on the action systems formalism. We take a class-based approach to object orientation: OO-action systems model classes and instances of classes, i.e. objects, are created at run time. The objects themselves are typically active having autonomous actions. Communication between objects takes place via method invocations and shared variables.
In our earlier work BKS98], we showed how an OO-action system is translated into an ordinary action system BK83]: methods correspond to exportable procedures, attributes to shared and local variables, object variables to local variables, and classes to entire action systems. A collection of classes is translated into a parallel composition of action systems. This translation allows us to use most of the theory built around action systems even when designing OO-action systems.
In this paper we study the the OO-action systems without refering to the underlying translation. Hence we present a self-contained syntax and re nement rules for OO-action systems. Furthermore we m a k e clear the notion of a distributed object within this framework. Our work will support both views to object distribution described above. The second interpretation where the objects themselves are distributed is faithful to the original action system approach to distributed computing BK83]. Moreover, a somewhat similar interpretation is taken in the DisCo speci cation language JK91] as well as by B a c k et al. BBS97] . In both of these action systems related works, objects are active and spend their lives participating in enabled actions. Otherwise our approaches to object-orientation and reasoning about objects are di erent.
The OO-action system formalism is related with POOL ABKR86] because objects are created dynamically, and their names can be assigned to variables. Furthermore, objects are active and distributed, hence, several objects are executed in parallel. The rst model incorporating active objects was the actor model Hew77, Agh86] . Moreover, CCS and the -calculus, have been used to give a semantics to POOL-type parallel object-oriented languages Jon93, Wal95] . Recently several formalisms and languages have b e e n proposed that o er active objects, e.g. Java, Oblique Car95] which s u p p o r t s distributed object-oriented computation and Oblets BN96] which are written in Oblique and which h a ve a family of Web browsers capable of running Oblets.
Action systems are designed stepwise within the re nement calculus BS96]. We therefore de ne the notion of re nement for OO-action systems within the re nement calculus. Our notion of re nement is based on observing the state of the system via its global, observable variables. The reasoning about parallel and distributed objects is carried out in a purely sequential manner, the usual way of reasoning about action systems. We present proof rules to be used when designing and reasoning about OO-action systems. Due to space restriction we will be rather informal in presenting and justifying these rules. Our aim is to show h o w they can be used to re ne both methods, actions, and the constructors of a class. Moreover, re nement e ectively supports reuse of code.
The re nement calculus and related calculi Mor88, Mor87] have become popular foundations for program construction and for reasoning about speci cations and implementations that meet their speci cations. Alternative frameworks for reasoning about object oriented systems include TLA Lam91] used for reasoning about DisCo speci cations, Hoare-style logic AL97], and coalgebras, used for automatic reasoning on CCSL and JAVA classes HHJT98].
When we re ne a class with another class, the re ned class can inherits methods and attributes from the original class. New attributes can be introduced in a re nement step and some methods can be overridden by the re ned methods. Class re nement (= inheritance) ensures that each set of successful computations w.r.t. the observable attributes with the original class is also satis ed by the re ned class. Moreover, we show h o w objectbased distributed systems are stepwise speci ed and developed within the re nement calculus via specialized class re nements.
Our notion of class re nement is based on data re nement for action systems Bac90, SW97] . Class re nement in the data re nement framework has also been studied by Mikhajlova and Sekerinski MS97] . They construct new classes by inheritance and overriding, but do not consider the addition of new methods. Moreover, their objects are not active and distributed as ours are. Class re nement b e t ween Z speci cations for object-oriented programs has also been reported in the literature LH92].
We proceed as follows. In Section 2 we i n troduce the OO-action systems, a formalism for the speci cation and development of object-oriented systems. In Section 3 we discuss ways in which distributed objects are modelled as OO-action systems. To illustrate the formalism we present an example of distributed OO-action systems. In Section 4 we rst describe some rules for the re nement of distributed OO-action systems and then we g i v e some examples of re nement steps that aim towards distribution. We end in Section 5 with some concluding remarks.
OO-action systems
In this section we i n troduce OO-action systems. An OO-action system consists of a nite set of classes, each class specifying the behaviour of objects that are dynamically created and executed in parallel.
Actions We will consider a xed set Attr of attributes (variables) and assume that each attribute is associated with a nonempty set of values. Also, we consider a set Act of actions de ned by the following grammar
Here x is a list of attributes, v a list of values (possibly resulting from the evaluation of a list of expressions), V a nonempty set of values, b is a predicate over attributes. Intuitively, abort' is the action which always deadlocks, skip' is a stuttering action,`x : = v' i s a m ultiple assignment,`x : 2 V ' i s a random assignment,`b !' is a guard of an action,`fbg' is an assertion, A 1 A 2 ' is the sequential composition of the actions`A 1 ' a n d A 2 ', and A 1 ] A 2 ' is the nondeterministic choice between the actions`A 1 ' a n d A 2 . F or simplicity, w e will often write b! A in place of b! A.
The semantics of the above language of actions is de ned in a standard way using weakest preconditions Dij76]. For any predicate P, wp(abort P) = false wp(skip P) = P wp(x : = v P) = P x=v] wp(x : 2 V P) = 8v 2 V:P x=v] wp(fbg P) = bP wp(b! A P) = b ) wp(A P) ( all three possibly resulting from the evaluation of an expression), c is a class name, p a procedure name, and m is a method name. Intuitively, n : = o' stores the object name o into the object variable n, new(c)' creates a new object instance of the class c, n : = new(c)' assigns the name of the newly created instance of the class c to the object variable n, p' is a procedure call, n:m' is a call of the method m of the object the name of which is stored in the object variable n, self:m' is a call of the method m declared in the same object, and`super:m' is a call of the method m declared in the object that created the calling object. Note that method calls are always pre xed by a n object variable or by the constants self or super.
If m1(n) i s a m e t h o d w h i c h assigns to the parameter n an object name, then we write n1:m1:m2 in an object action O as an abbreviation for n1:m 1 (n2) n2:m2, where n2 is an object variable not used in O.
We de ne the guard gd(O) of an object action O to be the guard of the action in Act obtained by substituting every atomic object action of O with the action skip, where an atomic object action is q! n : = o new(c) n : = new(c) p n:m self:m super:m : The resulting statement is an action in Act and hence its guard is well-de ned.
A class is a pair hc Ci, where c 2 CName is the name of the class and C is its body, that is, a statement of the form C = j attr y : = y0 x : = x0 obj n meth
A class body consists of an object action O and of four declaration sections. In the attribute declaration the shared attributes in the list y, marked with an asterisk , describe the variables to be shared among all active objects.
Therefore they can be used by instances of the class C and also by objects instances of other classes. Initially they get values y0. The local attributes in the list x describe variables that are local to an object instance of the class, meaning that they can only be used by the instance itself. The variables are initialized to the values x0.
The list n of object variables describes a special kind of variables local to an object instance of the class. They contain names of objects and are used for calling methods of other objects. We assume that the lists x, y and n are pairwise disjoint.
A method m i = M i describes a procedure of an object instance of the class. They can be called by actions of the object itself or by actions of another object instance of possibly another class. A method consists of a method name`m' and an object action`M'.
A procedure p i = P i describes a procedure that is local to the object instances of the class. It can be called only by actions of the object itself. Like a method, it consists of a procedure name`p' and an object action forming the body`P '.
The class body is a description of the actions to be executed repeatedly when the object instance of the class is activated. It can refer to attributes which are declared to be shared in another class, and to the object variables and the local attributes declared within the class itself. It can contain procedure calls only to procedures declared in the class and method calls of the form n:m or super:m to methods declared in other classes. Method calls self:m are allowed only if m is a method declared in the same class. As for action systems, the execution of an object action is atomic.
OO-action systems An OO-action system OO consists of a nite set of classes OO = fhc 1 C 1 i ::: hc n C n ig such that the shared attributes declared in each C i are distinct and actions in each C i or bodies of methods and procedures declared in each C i do not contain new statements refering to class names not used by classes in OO. Local attributes, object variables, methods, and procedures are not required to be distinct.
There are some classes in OO, m a r k ed with an asterisk . Execution starts by the creation of one object instance of each of these classes. Each object, when created, chooses enabled actions and executes them. Actions within an object operating on disjoint sets of local and shared attributes, and object variables can be executed in parallel. They can also create other objects. Actions of di erent active objects can be executed in parallel if they are operating on disjoint sets of shared attributes. Objects interact by means of the shared attributes and by executing methods of other objects.
3 Distributed OO-action systems Let us now consider in what ways we can model distributed objects with the OO-action systems formalism. Computationally, an OO-action system is a parallel composition of in nitely many objects, i.e. a parallel composition of all the objects possibly generated during a computation BKS98]. We can have parallel activity within an object as well as between di erent objects. Initially, only the objects generated from the classes marked with an asterisk are active, i.e. their actions are potentially enabled. These actions might make other objects active b y executing a new statement in their action bodies.
Let us consider a network of nodes and edges. We associate each object with some node in the network where it is executed. In a purely distributed system the objects communicate only by sending and receiving messages, i.e. via method invocations. In an OO-action system this means that no shared variables are used as means of communication. In case an object communicates with another object it does this by calling a method of the other object.
From the above w e h a ve that a set of classes models a distributed objectbased system when between every pair of classes refering to each others attributes there needs to be a communication medium for the underlying communicating objects. When objects do communicate via shared variables we can still consider the whole system to be distributed if the objects that communicate via the same shared variables are associated with a single node. The implementation again may p r o vide a broadcasting network or a pointto-point n e t work.
The above i n terpretation follows approach (1) to distributed objects as described in the introduction to this paper. Let us now consider approach (2) where the objects themselves can be distributed. For this we again have a network of nodes and edges, but now w e associate each attribute with some node in the network. In this way the objects become distributed among the nodes. The actions of an object refering to the distributed attributes are now executed in co-operation by a n y n umber of processes in a distributed manner. Two or more actions of an object can be executed in parallel, if they do not refer to common attributes.
6
An example: a phone company As an example of an OO-action system we describe a phone company with many phones that can call each other. The system consists of two classes, one named PhoneComp and another one named Phone:
The execution starts with the creation of one phone company (the class is marked with an asterisk) and then an arbitrary number of phones may start their activity.
The body P Cof the class PhoneComp is described below. It models a company that can create new phones (when the variable allow new phones is true). When a new phone is created, it is added to the phonebook (a set of integers represented by the attribute phonebook) that contains phone numbers. The link between a phone number i and the name of the phone is kept in the object variable names i]. After a phone is created, the name of the phone company where it has been registered in is told to the phone. This is done by the phone company b y calling the method Where of the created phone. Moreover, a copy of the current phonebook is handed over to the phone. Every now-and-then the phone company updates the individual phonebooks of the customers via the Updatemethod o ered by the phones. Each phone company o ers a service Give name to the phones: given a phone number, it will give the name of the phone (in a result parameter In this case a number is selected from the phonebook and the name of the corresponding object is obtained by the company via the method Give name and stored in the object variable callee. If the phone callee is idle then both phones are connected and enter in a not-idle state. One of the two phones can now break the connection and both phones return in their idle state.
The OO-action system above is a distributed system of objects. The class PhoneComp is a centralized resource with the responsibility o f k eeping every copy of the phonebook up-to-date. Within its body P Cwe observe t h a t out of the three actions the two last ones can be executed in parallel in an object as the share no attributes. Moreover, the underlying communication network must contain a communication channel between each pair of phones as a single phone can potentially call any other phone.
Re ning OO-action systems
In this section we g i v e a n umber of re nement rules that can be applied between OO-action systems. The rules are such that the observable behaviour of objects in execution w.r.t the shared attributes is preserved during the re nement steps. Formally the behaviour of an OO-action system can be described by a set of nite or in nite sequences of states describing only the shared attributes, without nite repetition of the same state ( nite stuttering), and possibly terminating with a special symbol to denote abortion. We particularly develop rules that are useful when working with distributed OO-action systems. Other re nement rules and more general versions of some of these rules with their justi cation can be found elsewhere BKS98].
Action re nement Re nement b e t ween actions in our framework is based on the weakest precondition predicate transformers semantics for actions Bac90]. Let A be an action that refers to the local attributes x and to the shared attributes y, a n d A 0 be an action refering to the local attributes x 0 and to y. W e s a y that the action A is data re ned by the action A 0 using an abstraction relation R(x x 0 y ) b e t ween the local attributes x and x 0 and the shared attributes y if for all predicates P on x and y R^wp(A P) ) wp(A We cannot extend the above de nition to object actions because we d i d not give a semantics for statements manipulating object variables in terms of predicate transformers. However we can de ne a notion of re nement between object actions piecewise, by re ning only those parts of the action that do not refer to object variables and class names. For this purpose, we de ne a context to be an object action with a nite number of holes in it. Formally, w e extend the grammar de ning the set OAct with a`hole' symbol ;'. Class-re nement b e t ween classes guarantees that the observable behaviour of the objects generated from class hc Ciw.r.t to shared attributes y is preserved 10 by the objects of the class hc C 0 i. Observe that in a more general setting the relation R would also depend on the shared attributes y BKS98] .
In an OO-action system only the values of the shared attributes are visible. Since class-re nement preserves the behaviour w.r.t. these attributes, class-re nement can be lifted to a re nement b e t ween OO-action system as follows.
Rule 1 If OO be an OO-action system such that hc Ci2OO and hc Ciis class-re ned b y hc C 0 i then OO is re ned by OO n f h c C i g f h c C 0 ig, where the class hc C 0 i is marked with an asterisk if the class hc Ciis marked w i t h an asterisk in OO.
Introducing new classes Next we give a rule which a l l o ws an OO-action system to duplicate one of its classes. The class which is duplicated can then be re ned according to the previous rule.
Rule 2 Let OO be an OO-action system such that hc Ci2OO and assume c 0 2 CName is a class name not used i n OO. OO n f h c Cig fhc C 0 i hc1 C1i hc2 C2ig where hc1 C1i is the class with the class body that we get when we remove A2 and the declarations of y x2 n 2 m 2 p 2 from C and add to it two methods per local attribute x1 and object variable n1, namely get x1 g e tn1 to read its value and set x1 s e tn1 to assign a new value. Thereafter, every remaining read reference t o x2 in C1 is replaced b y super:get n2 0 :get x2 and every remaining write reference t o i t b y super:get n2 0 :set x2. Every remaining reference to the object variable n2 is replaced b y a r eference to an object variable via super:get n2 0 :get n2. Moreover, every procedure p1 becomes a method a n d a c a l l t o i t i n C1 is replaced b y self:p1. A r emaining call to p2 is replaced by a method c all super:get n2 0 :p2. The class body of the class hc2 C2i is received similarly from C. The class hc C 0 i is marked by an asterisk only if hc Ciis marked by an asterisk in OO.
We justify the rule as follows. The original class body C is replaced by three class bodies C 0 C1 C2. The rst of these, C 0 , will redirect eve r y c a l l t o a method m1 m 2 to the respective method in one of the new classes C1 C2. If the two classes C1 C2 need to refer to each others local attributes or object variables, this is done via the getand set methods by rst asking for the identity of the corresponding object from the class C 0 (super:get n1 0 s u p e r :get n2 0 ).
The atomicity of actions guarantees that a read of the value of an attribute x via a method call get x followed by a write of the attribute via a method call set x will not be interfered by other actions.
The rule is given here in its most general form. In a truly distributed network, the two new classes should be created in such a w ay that they are independent without sharing many attributes. Hence, most of the references to each others attributes via the getand set methods are not needed.
Re ning the phone company In this section we g i v e some examples of re nement of the OO-action systems modelling a simple phone company introduced earlier. We w ant to re ne the system in order to allow f o r t wo kinds of phones: ordinary phones and pay phones. The latter must be managed by a separate company. Thereafter the work of the phone company is distributed among di erent departments. Moreover, the system of phones and pay phones must form a collection of independently working distributed objects.
We begin with re ning the body of the class hPhone Phi. W e i n troduce a n e w t ype of phone P P h , a so-called pay phone. It has a credit variable, which can recharge itself up to a certain limit L. If there is no credit, the phone is not working in the sense that it cannot initiate phone calls. However, when there is no credit it is still possible to receive calls.
It is easily proved that hPhone P h i is class-re ned by hPhone P P h i using the relation a = c^0 credit L where a denotes the local attributes of P h , c the corresponding local attributes of P P h , a n d PPh = j attr number : = ;1 idle : = true phonebook : = registered : = fa ls e credit : = 0 obj company callee meth Accept call fro m (n) = Wh e r e (y) = Return = Update(p) = proc Call= do idle^registered^credit > 0 ! Call credit: = credit ; 1 ] :idle ! callee:Return idle : = true ] credit < L ! credit : = credit + 1 od ]j Hence, using Rule 2 and Rule 1 we h a ve that the OO-action system P is 13 re ned by the OO-action system P 0 = fhPhoneComp PC i hPhone Phi hPayPhone PPhig Note that the pay phones are not connected to the rest of the system, because nobody creates such objects.
Next we use Rule 2 to introduce in a similar way, a second phone company PC 0 which is a copy o f PC but for the shared attribute phone which i s missing. Thus we obtain that the OO-action system P 0 is re ned by P 00 = fhPhoneComp PC i hPhoneComp2 PC 0 i hPhone Phi hPayPhone PPhig :
Thereafter we use Rule 3 to replace the phones of the new phone company by p a y phones substituting the object action new(Phone) b y new(PayPhone) in the rst object action of the class. Hence the OO-action system P 00 is rened by the OO-action system P 000 = fhPhoneComp PC i hPhoneComp2 PC2i hPhone Phi hPayPhone PPhig where P C 2 = P C 0 new(PayPhone)=new(Phone)]. Finally, w e w ant to distribute the work of the PhoneComp2 b y splitting its class body P C 2 i n to three parts, P C 2 0 M g t P h D , where P C 2 0 redirects the method calls of the original class P C 2 to the new classes, Mgtmodels a management department that decides if new pay phones can be created, and P h Dmodels a department that creates the phones and keeps them upto-date. We n o w h a ve that the phone network is completely distributed as the phone classes have only local attributes. The phone companies, however, share the attribute phones. Hence, the system is not truly distributed. However, within the pay phone company, the two departments can work in parallel and independently of each other. Further re nement steps could be used to separate the company n umbers (in a similar manner as the phonebook is distributed). Alternatively, i f w e w ant the companies to be able to share the numbers in a distributed manner we could generate a higher level organization, a government, to maintain the phone attribute. Moreover, the pay phone company is not active. Re nements to solve this problem are carried out elsewhere BKS98].
Concluding remarks
An OO-action system is a description of a set of classes. At run time this set has an interpretation as a network of concurrently executing, active, distributed objects. Moreover, we can have parallelism in the system both within an object and between objects depending on the view we t a k e on distribution.
One way of looking at the two approaches to distributed objects as described in the introductory section within our framework is that in initial stages of designing OO-action systems we c a n t a k e view (2): we h a ve big classes that give rise to big, objects that refer to many attributes and contain many parallel, active actions. The re nement steps take s u c h a system stepwise into a set of classes where every class is of moderate size and gives rise to objects that basically refer to attributes local only to the corresponding objects. Hence, during the re nement steps big classes that communicate via shared attributes are splitted into smaller and more local classes which c o m m unicate via method calls only. The re nement concerning the phone company followed this pattern: the original class body P C 2 c o n tained parallel activity while the splitted class bodies Mgtand P h Din the re ned system localize this activity to distributed objects.
Distributed objects typically move around OHE96]. A straightforward way t o i n troduce mobile objects into the OO-action systems formalism is to add an extra location attribute into every class in the style of Mobile UNI-TY McCR98] and mobile process calculi Ama97, MPW92] . This would denote the current location of the generated object. Moreover, the behaviours of the objects could be dependent o n t h e v alue of the location attributes. This direction is left for future research.
